


 

 

 



rom the beginning of time, blue blood has been a coveted source of
longing for many. Some believed it would bring them financial resources,
others wanted it for power and position the status would elicit. Many desired
the life of luxury and royalty that all blue bloods shared. The name alone
could open doors money could not buy, thus making the value of the name
essentially priceless. There was no social or political office a blue blood did
not hold. Deeper still, kings and emperors were less of a man if their name
didn’t derive from the avid blue lineage.

However, those were the stories of yesteryear, not stories of Yore. There
is an even older tale from an older time that takes precedence to wealth and
prestige of what is now called a Blue blood; a time when men were not in the
dark and ignorant of their Gods. Some say Rome was built in a day. Other’s
claim the Gods themselves instructed humans on ways to become an
enlightened republic.

Romulus and Remus Zarides of House Atrades built the very core of
Roman culture. To see the city rise above the soil to become a thriving
civilization that conquered vast empires, the twins ruled with savage cruelty.
The depravity of which was suckled directly from the breast of the Goddess
Amrita, the true mother of the feral race. She saved them from drowning in
the river Tiber as babies and allowed them nourishment from her bosom,
raising them in the wild.



Unfortunately as their truly wild feral natures would dictate, Romulus and
Remus were brought to Jupiter himself for the raping of the Sabines. They
gave their seed to the women, who in turn bore them sons, creating a race of
feral children. Animals by nature disguised in human form. This exotic union
also created a blood line that contained healing and powerful aphrodisiac
qualities which ultimately brought them to the attention of the Gods. The
women and their offspring were taken. The children becoming blood slaves
and the Goddess Amrita captured and drained for her blood. Amrita was put
on display next to Jupiter’s throne, for only he was allowed to drink from her
veins. There she was kept for hundreds of years as the Gods and Goddess
tortured and drank from the feral children.

Jealousy spread fast as Jupiter continued to grow in strength and youth.
The God King mocked others by taunting them with his ever-growing
powers and war broke out in the heavens. Albanus the first feral child of
Romulus, took advantage of the distraction and led his people safely away
from the Gods and their chains. When their absence was noted, search parties
were sent out to scour the villages. But they were looking for wild people,
untamed and uneducated in the ways of man. Albanus knew he needed to
guide the Ferals to civilization and while in captivity, he studied man in all its
forms. Learned how to act more civilized and less feral in nature. He taught
this to himself and to others around him and soon they were able to hide in
plain sight. Some became politicians, others farmers. Always careful never to
share their blood, and never reveal their true natures to anyone.

Once settled, Albanus, the proclaimed leader of the Ferals was given twin
sons by his third wife Ione. He celebrated and rejoiced in their births as they
were the first among many to be born free. Varinus and Vibanus Zarides of
House Atrades were the only twins born sharing the same umbilical cord.
One more animal than human, the other a breaker of female hearts. Albanus,
like his father and uncle, ruled with a heavy hand but spoiled his sons.

But there was a day when all would become too clear for the twins. When
lust and power went to their heads, when their father, Albanus delivered the
final blow with a strong voice and an even harder heart.

 
 


